
 

Show Notes 

Don’t have time to listen to the full episode? Don’t sweat it. Everything you need is below! 

1. Episode Description 
2. Episode links 
3. Episode topics and time codes (we want to make your life easy!) 

 

Episode Description: 

Tyler Turner’s friends call him the “Fun Hog” and there’s good reason for it. He chases 
adventure wherever he goes. If he’s not jumping out of a plane, skydiving, you can find 
him crushing it in the snowboarding world (he recently won gold at the Para World Cup 
for snowboarding) or making history as the first double amputee to strap on a pair of 
wings and fly like a bird.  

In 2017 Tyler got into a terrible accident and the outcome changed his life forever. But 
believe me, it hasn’t slowed him down. In this chat Tyler is raw, vulnerable, and honest 
about his experience as a changed man.  

His story is one that is making ripple effects across the world as a seed of hope for 
those that need it and those that want to be inspired by the human spirit and its ability to 
overcome. 

Listen NOW! 

Episode Links: 

Tyler Turner’s Website 
Tyler Turner’s Instagram 
Canadian Sport Parachuting Association 
Ty Turner wins gold at Para World Cup for snowboarding 
Documentary on Tyler Turner called, “60 Seconds” 
Project Uprising 
Trevor Cooey’s Instagram 

Episode Topics and Time Codes: 

02:00: Living the dream life 

https://podcasts.apple.com/ca/podcast/up-top-podcast/id1480323602
https://www.tyturner.ca/
https://www.tyturner.ca/
https://www.instagram.com/tyturner14/
https://www.instagram.com/tyturner14/
https://www.cspa.ca/en
https://www.bclocalnews.com/sports/tyler-turner-wins-gold-at-his-first-ever-para-snowboard-world-cup-in-colere-ita/
https://www.51degreesnorthmagazine.ca/culture/people/lara-sheas-debut-film-60-seconds-3983894
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SHnT1HsWOUE
https://www.instagram.com/trevorcoey/


04:27: Who is this guy?  

04:42: Falling in love…with photography 

06:15: Taking pictures in the sky  

07:21: Jumping at of a plane at 19 years old 

08:51: BASE jumping  

9:56: Isn’t that illegal? 

10:23: What’s it like to jump out of a plane?  

11:12: So, you’re saying we should do it? 

12:35: Has anyone peed themselves? Be honest.  

13:36: Working 9-5, no thanks! 

14:29: The accident that changed his life 

15:28: Why did this happen?  

16:10: Ten thousand feet in the sky 

16:48: What went through your mind right before the accident? 

18:11: Waking up  

19:25: Living with the guilt 

20:00: The mental game 

23:10: Finding the drive the LIVE again 

26:39: Winning a gold medal at the Para World Cup and so much more 

27:51: What are you most proud of?  

28:32: You’re not going to believe this! 

28:40: Making history 

30:03: “60 Seconds” 



32:53: Finding a niche 

33:50: The fun hog 

34:42: Kids these days 

35:58: Rapid Fire 

39:09: Moved by Tyler’s story? Please help us spread it by leaving us a rating and review on 
Apple Podcasts. Chances are someone right now, needs to hear Tyler’s story to regain a sense 
of hope. Help us get this episode into their ears.  

39:31: Our latest rock star donor – Michael Schauch, author of “A Story of Karma, Finding 
Love and Truth in the Lost Valley of the Himalaya”. 

39:51: Personal Testimonial -Trevor Kooey (Finding hope in Tyler Turner’s story) 

 

 

 

 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.michaelschauch.com/bio
https://www.michaelschauch.com/astoryofkarma
https://www.michaelschauch.com/astoryofkarma

